NATIONAL GOVERNMENT SUMMIT
MARCH 10TH-12TH 2020

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

WHERE:
National Institutes of Health
9000 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, Maryland 20892

FEE: TBA

WEBSITE:
https://www.oge.gov/web/oge.nsf/OGE%20Summits%20&%20Conferences

THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT ETHICS SUMMIT IS A MULTI-DAY TRAINING EVENT THAT CONSISTS OF IN-PERSON AND VIRTUAL SESSIONS.

WHY ATTEND:
The Summit will provide many professional development opportunities. You will be able to:
• Deepen your knowledge of the ethics rules,
• Learn through practical experience,
• Hear perspectives from outside of the government, and
• Build connections with colleagues.

R-POC
The R-POC is the individual designated by the DAEO to manage the agency’s registration process.

MOST IMPORTANTLY, attending the Summit will prepare you and your ethics program to effectively navigate a Presidential election and transition.

How to register for the Summit:
Agencies will register via Pay.gov for the Summit. OGE requests that agencies designate a registration point of contact (R-POC) to facilitate registration. OGE will provide all Summit registration information to the R-POC.

How many slots will my agency get?
Because space is limited, each agency will be allocated a specific number of slots for the Summit. OGE will include the number of slots allocated to the agency in the information sent to the R-POC.

SPEAKERS:
If you are an official from any of the three branches of the federal government and you are a speaker on any of the Summit days, you will get free attendance to all three days of the Summit. Non-federal government speakers will get free attendance on the day they are speaking. Your free attendance as a speaker does not count against your agency’s slots for the Summit.